Illinois Data Bank Withdrawal Guidelines

If a Creator of a Dataset finds that a file in their published Dataset contains an error, they must contact the Research Data Service staff. A new version of the entire Dataset will be created and a new DOI will be assigned. Research Data Service staff will see that the Descriptive Metadata associated with the Dataset makes apparent which version is correct and what changes occurred.

If the above or any other scenario arises where the appropriateness of a Dataset is in question, Research Data Service staff will refer to the following principles when determining whether to remove the erroneous Dataset from public view:

- Persistent access to Datasets is important for completeness and continuity of the scholarly record. Therefore, whenever possible, we prefer to maintain access to published Datasets, which include the Descriptive Metadata and Data Files, and make existence to any new versions prominently displayed on Dataset pages.

- However, in cases where the Descriptive Metadata and/or Data Files in question may pose a risk to the accuracy of future scholarship and/or are candidates for Withdrawal based on the Illinois Data Bank Preservation Review, Retention, Deaccession, Revision, and Withdrawal Procedure, we will consider removing access and/or deleting the Descriptive Metadata and/or Data Files in question from our systems. Deletion of Descriptive Metadata and/or Data Files will occur only in the most severe of circumstances, such as a situation where any level of retention of the Dataset could be a threat to national security. Such circumstances will likely require the involvement of a variety of administrative authorities at the Library and campus levels.
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Contact Research Data Service staff with questions or to request an addition or revision to these guidelines.